40 Days of Summer 2020 Neighborhood Scavenger Hunt list
Gather Hunt:
Collect the Following a future project:
☐ Large Pinecone (Required for Monday’s Project)
☐ Rock with a stripe on it
☐ A bird Feather
☐ Chunk of Moss
☐ 3 different colored flowers

Photo Hunt:
☐ A house with a Red Door
☐ Mailbox with a Buoy hanging on it
☐ Every Letter of the Alphabet (in 26 different places)
☐ Class of 2020 Graduation lawn sign
☐ A convertible car (bonus if its down)
☐ Someone Riding a bike
☐ A boat hitched to a car or truck
☐ A birch tree
☐ A flag flying off someone’s house (other than the American flag)
☐ Bird House

4th of July Bonus:
Count how many houses you can find nearby that have an American flag flying on their house.
__________ Flags

Can you find one of every coin?
☐ Penny ☐ Nickel ☐ Dime ☐ Quarter ☐ Half-Dollar

Riddle Hunt:
Take a photo of the answers to the following riddles:

1) I come after 1 but before 10.
Of all the numbers I have the most luck
For the end of the week, I am to blame
What number am I and where can you find me.

2) My Feathers are pink and legs are lengthy
Me and my flock like to stand in ponds,
Normally we are all crowded together,
But since I am plastic I like it on lawns.

3) Dangling on the seat by a chain
kicking your feet some height you will gain.
A park is where I play
And there is where I usually stay

4) I willingly lay on the floor,
Greeting & pointing you towards the door.
Please do not go onto somebody else’s porch
Because that would be quite wrong of course

